
Digital Learning 
Has Shifted Into 
Overdrive

As classrooms evolve, teachers  
need to make the most of every  
learning moment. 
Lenovo devices with Windows 11 are tuned for the new learning 
landscape, where powerful collaboration and camaraderie are 
driving better outcomes for all.

Learn more by visiting:
 Lenovo.com/education
 Microsoft.com/education/se
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Lenovo and Windows 11 help you manage the modern 
classroom with technology built for education.

94% of teachers  
are open to  
blended learning  
with the proper  
resources,  
curriculum and  
support.1

Teachers need computing devices that help them nurture  
what matters.

94%

Nearly 1/3 of K-12 IT  
leaders plan to retire  

within the next five years.2

Districts use 1,449 different digital 
tools on average per month — up 52% 
over pre-pandemic levels.3
Streamlined access to apps, like Microsoft 365 and LanSchool, 
helps maximize instruction time.

1,149 
TOOLS USED/MONTH

Ransomware attacks are up for K-12 
and extremely costly—Baltimore 
County spent almost $9.7 million 
responding to a ransomware attack.5

Lenovo devices with Windows 11 help ensure data privacy with 
chip-to-cloud security, backed by the seamless protection of 
ThinkShield solutions.

$9.7M

61% of educators expect the added 
flexibility of meeting online to be a 

lasting positive impact of  
the pandemic.6

Windows 11 makes it easier to meet, teach, and share content 
with Microsoft Teams.

61%

Video collaboration, via tools like Flip, is easier with 
performance-first hardware and Windows 11  

user-focused features.

8 out of 10 educators 
would like to see  

their schools use more 
video, attributing its 

use to better  
student outcomes.4

By deploying, managing and updating devices via the cloud,  
IT can do more from anywhere.
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